
Scoring Criterion for Edison Advanced Conference 2016 

Speeches: 

 scored on a scale of 1-20 

 should include background facts/stats 

 should include country policy 

 should include fully realized solution ideas with an implementation plan 

 exorbitant use of notes will cause a 4 point deduction from that specific speech score 

 fully reading a speech will cause a 6 point deduction from that specific speech score 

Comments: 

 scored on a scale of 1-5 

 comment must refer to a specific point in the speech upon which you are commenting. Failure 
to do so will cause a 3 point deduction from that comment score 

 may also include additional points you wish to bring up 

 extensive use of notes or reading will cause a 1-2 point deduction in that specific comment score 

Caucusing: 

 scored on a scale of 1-3 

 every delegate will receive a score during all scored caucuses 

 emphasis is on participation and ability to get points across while remaining diplomatic to others 

 Shouting down other caucus members (or other general rudeness) will be grounds for 1+ point 
deductions for both the caucus score and the overall diplomacy score 

Resolutions: 

 scored on a scale of 1-10 

 includes both work in informal and formal caucuses 

 Delegates not designated by their caucus group for formal caucus presentation can receive no 
greater than 8 points per resolution/topic 

Diplomacy: 

 scored on a scale of 1-10 

 all delegates start with a score of 10 

 deductions can occur due to general rudeness, improper use of technology in committee, 
inappropriate motions, and other reasons 

On Policy: 

 scored on a scale of 1-10 (0-5 points possible for each topic) 

 all delegates start with a score of 10 

 delegates are to balance staying true to their country’s policy with the need to compromise 

******* Any delegate submitting a plagiarized position paper will be ineligible for a research award and 
will have their advisor notified of the infraction 

******* Any delegate using a prewritten or plagiarized resolution will be ineligible for committee 
awards and will have their advisor notified of the infraction. 


